
Our company is looking for an environment specialist. We appreciate you taking
the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you
don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your
level of experience.

Responsibilities for environment specialist

Act as the focal point for a site, hub or business for specific EH&S discipline
Improvement of environmental regulatory reporting program
Provide EH&S expertise and input to the plants’ efforts for improving
operating discipline and documentation
Act as the primary Customer Service point of contact for all customers
(Region Americas and International) buying critical environment products
from the Buffalo Grove factory
Manage and oversee all the critical environment product orders
Maintain clear and consistent communications with customers, keeping
customers apprised of current status on a regular basis and following-up to
collect any information required to proceed to the next step in the process
Work with the integrated terminal unit manufacturers/vendors to develop
quotes for lab requests, verify pricing ensure that orders are placed with
vendors, and follow-up with vendors and other parties as-needed to report to
customers
Manage customer expectations up-front for all costs (including expediting
fees, air freight, ) and delivery times (including time to ship internationally,
vendor time to manufacture made-to-order equipment)
Ensure a clear hand-off to the appropriate teams to meet the requested
delivery date, once the customer order is placed
Maintain the pricing, lead time and cost data from terminal unit
manufacturers-vendor builder updates
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An IT or related tertiary qualification and 3+ years Test Environments
Management experience, preferably in Telecommunication
3+ years working in release/configuration management, architecture,
infrastructure design and/or software development
Experience in complex Environment set up and architecture (Linux, Unix
based systems, network, storage, database, with focus on capacity planning,
sizing, technical performance and different infrastructure tools used to deliver
the services)
General technical knowledge of CPU, network, storage, database, Operating
System, application development tools
Understands and has experience in ITIL Framework and service management
Experience in all elements of the Test Life Cycle planning, specification,
execution, recording, completion and defect management


